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COMMUNITY Q-1 

 
01/04/10  10pm 

They were without senior tim paint-ner sprained his ankle against washburn last week and didn't play against 

Truman. Trainers say he could be out two to four weeks. 

 

01/05/10  10pm 

The tigers just keep moving up in the polls... From thirteen to number ten in the latest poll released today... The 

tigers have play off dreams and they might no longer be dreams if they keep this pace up. Their win over top ranked 

central missouri wasn't taken into account because the poll was released the day following the win... Per the small 

move. A more important number right now is number one... Where the tigers now sit in conference... Taking over 

for the mules... With only one loss... That a close one to k-state.  Tigers at home against nationally ranked southwest 

baptist on saturday for a double header. 

 

01/06/10  10pm 

Dylan showmaker hates wasting time as seconds go by and t-m-p's top wrestler hasn't pinned his opponent to the 

mat… he is annoyed.  People always tell me why didn't you do it longer or let me see the match.  

That's because shoemaker is efficient… in his eleven matches this season… he averages a minute and a half on the 

mat… and has eleven wins and nine pins. Schumacher sot -once i get a takedown… i'm pretty good on top… i just 

work in my legs and i just stick em. Oh… and he hasn't surrendered a single point. Howell sot - very efficient… he's 

had one match this year that's gone the full three periods… he is just so quick and the fashion he wins in is even just 

as impressive… he hardly ever gets taken down let alone scored on. Shoemaker is the defending state champion at 

one hundred and three pounds Schumacher sot - probably the best feeling i've had in my life, but one year older and 

bigger… the one hundred and twelve pound sophomore is still unbeaten with forty one prep wins. Schumacher sot - 

when all the hard work and cutting weight and everything… is when it all pays off in the end is at state 

championships is probably the best part… you work so hard for it. Howell sot - you can count on one hand the 

number of guys that have had as much success as dylan has had this fast.  

Well… that's because he wastes wasting time. 

 

01/07/10  10pm 

One is from new york city… and one is from Australia. And somehow they wound up in hays kansas…  

Where the streets are less than busy sometimes and the landscape less than tropical but dominique jones and ben 

conjoosta are here for tiger basketball. Johnson - i had a guy who knew a guy in australia and knew that ben was 

leaving tennessee… and the same with dom. Dom - fort hays gave me a call one day because they heard about me 

from a couple of coaches… i was intrigued by the offer and i cam down on a visit… i liked the school and the 

environment. Ben - i spoke to coach johnson quite a lot and i looked at the school on the internet and spoke to a few 

people about the school and i liked what i heard.  So far the moves are paying off. Jones leads the team in three 

pointers and steals and conjoosta is one of the leading scorers off the bench… helping fort hays to a number thirteen 

national ranking. Johnson - both kids have been around here and there and really adjusted well and are a nice fit for 

hays.  Very true coach but hays is not an international destination. Dom - in new york when you are walking the 

streets not everybody says hi and stuff like that and a lot of people don't know because it is so busy and its so hectic 

no body really cares to know you unless if they know about you. Ben - it was what i expected and i didn't know it 

would be this cold to be honest… i'm not liking the weather. It's actually summer there now… i go from winter to 

winter… it's a bit of a bad deal but i'm here to play basketball. So is jones… and no matter where you are from… 

that always translates. In hays... Grant meech... Eyewitness sports. 

 

01/08/10  10pm 

Bruce... Its the new year and both hays and liberal are hoping for some good fortune in 2010... Liberal hopes to keep 

things moving right along... And hays is just looking for their second victory. And they would come soo close to 

grabbing it in this one... Fourth quarter and hays down three until carissa wickham evens it up with a three pointer 

with less than ten seconds on the clock... Liberal tried to end it when justice norah went up for a jumper but it bricks 

off the rim and we are headed to overtime... Tied fifty two all. Liberal jumped out to a small lead behind norah... She 

led with 25 points and a four point lead... Hays paige lunsford cut it to two points but couldn't close it out... Liberal 

wins sixty two ... Fifty eight in overtime. Boys side... And hays suffering their first loss of the season on tuesday at 

salina central... Trying to move forward against liberal... Bryant bombardier got them moving... Driving to the 



 

 

basket for the layup... Hays never trailed in the first half.  Despite ncie play from jade cathey... Getting a jumper in 

the paint and down low to chad henningsen driving base line to the bucket but hays had too much fire power... As 

derek myer nails a three and the indians win... Fifty six forty eight. A good win for liberal... Staying resilient in 

overtime and for the indians... Getting things back on track against liberal... Bruce. 

 

01/12/10  10pm 

Back in november... Teams were sleeping on the tigers... Like k-state... Until they jumped out to a thirteen and one 

record and sole possession of first place in the m-i-double a... But it looked like the tigers might have been sleeping 

on missouri southern. The griffons won their last two games entering mondays game and they started it off with a 

bang... Off the tip off... Chris scruggs slams one down. But this is how you answer ... Kenny bowman from willie 

hassell... Showing us how its done. A close game... Tigers grabbed a lead behind orrin greer... Taking a pass from 

bowman and nailing down a three on the elbow. Southern cutting into the lead... Nailing a three of their own... Tiger 

up by one down the stretch. But they couldn't move the ball like this... Hassell inside to bowman... Dish to greer... 

Up and in... Amazing... Tigers win... Ten in a row. 

 

01/13/10  10pm 

For their efforts... Knocking off top ranked central missouri and southwest baptist and outlasting missouri southern 

monday night... The tigers have been rewarded with the number six ranking in the country. Fort hays jumped up four 

spots from number ten... The highest they've been ranked since the oh-five oh-six season when they hit the same 

spot. The tigers are the highest ranked team with only one loss... That coming at the hands of nationally ranked k-

state.  Fort hays sits behind southern indiana... Minnesota state... Kutztown state... Arkansas tech and the new 

number one... Augusta state at thirteen and 0... Central missouri dropped to number eight. Fort hays is on a ten game 

winning streak and play pitt state on saturday. 

 

01/14/10  10pm 

Its been an up and down season for tiger wrestling... With only one win in their four duals... And a dissapointing loss 

to central oklahoma at home before thanksgiving... Fort hays is still holding steady in the rankings but who knows 

after mesa state. Mavericks making a ten hour drive from colorado... Fort hays up nine about mid way thru. This is 

the main event... Nations number two against number three at one hundred and fifty seven pounds... Fort hays danny 

grater down two to chase walker. Grater grabbed a late point in the third period but fell three to two. Its ok... His 

teammates cleaned house with the mavericks... One hundred and sixty seven pounder blake malloy beat matt chavez 

seven to two... And oakley's shawn koolman smashed justin gross... Seventeen to two 

The tigers rolled mesa state... Thirty five to six. 

 

01/15/10  10pm 

Bruce...  Its been an up and down year for great bend basketball... The lady panthers started out the season as a top 

ten team but are now on a three game losing skid. And when your biggest scoring machine... Alex hartig is on the 

bench with an ankle injury... It's hard to get the w. But it was a close game in the second half and they were able to 

move the ball... Alexis brock for three... It wont go but ashley boger is there for the put back. But then dodge city 

pulled away in the second half... Keisha buckner taking it the distance... Dishing it to brenna brooks for the layup. 

Great bend had no one score more than four points and valerie ortiz scored more than the entire panther team with 

twenty three... Dodge city rolls forty five to twenty one. The great bend boys coming off a loss to hays on tuesday 

and they would like to get a win on homecoming and it looked like they might early on... Jordan basey finding greg 

hildebrand downlow for the layup. Demon kept it close... Football... Dodge went outside... Basketball they keep it 

inside... Terrence williams fights thru traffic for the bucket... On the other end will gray looking for someone... Says 

i will take it myself.. Nails the jumper and gets the foul. But dodge city was too big and too fast down the stretch... 

Demons win fifty one forty three.  Not a happy homecoming bruce... Both panther teams falling to the demons... 

Bruce. 

 

01/18/10  10pm 

Before that game, Victoria and russell... Back and forth game until the end... Russell with a big lead. The knights 

shooting went cold... Only two players in low double figures. Trying to get some more points... Knights on the foul 

line... Cameron dinkel bricks off the rim but austin roth grabs the rebound... Gets the layup too... And gets the foul... 

Bonus. But not enough... Russell gets the fifty two thirty eight win.  

 

01/19/10  10pm 



 

 

Hoisington winter jam... Lacrosse and minneapolis... Close one in the second half... Lacrosse markus mayder 

passing over to austin webb... Backdoor back to mayder... Look out! Nice... But lacrosse still down. A few plays 

later... Webb grabbing a rebound and feeling it... Taking it the distance to the basket... And he gets the foul... He had 

twelve points... Mayder led all with twenty four. Down the stretch... Clock winding down and minneapolis with a 

small lead and they started knocking down shots... Grayson george going for three from the elbow... And then logan 

wedel from long range too. And minneapolis closes out lacrosse... Fifty to fourty four.   

 

01/20/10  10pm 

Dylan shoemaker hates wasting time. As seconds go by and t-m-p's top wrestler hasn't pinned his opponent to the 

mat… he gets annoyed. Schumacher sot - i'd rather just get it done. But his fans are probably more annoyed. 

Schumacher sot - people always tell me why didn't you do it longer or let me see the match. That's because 

shoemaker is efficient. Howell sot - very efficient. A full wrestling match lasts six minutes… in his eleven matches 

this season… he averages a minute and a half… all wins and nine pins. His fastest pin… just 15 seconds. 

Schumacher sot -once i get a takedown… i'm pretty good on top… i just work in my legs and i just stick em. Howell 

sot - he's had one match this year that's gone the full three periods… he is just so quick and the fashion he wins in is 

even just as impressive… he hardly ever gets taken down let alone scored on. Shoemaker is the defending state 

champion at one hundred and three pounds. Schumacher sot - probably the best feeling i've had in my life. But one 

year older and bigger… the one hundred and twelve pound sophomore is still unbeaten with forty one prep wins. 

Schumacher sot - when all the hard work and cutting weight and everything… is when it all pays off in the end is at 

state championships is probably the best part… you work so hard for it. Howell sot - you can count on one hand the 

number of guys that have had as much success as dylan has had this fast. Well… that's because he wastes wasting 

time. 

 

01/21/10  10pm 

Tournament of champions in dodge city... Hays and hutch hooking up... First half... Bryant bombardier showing 

range against the salthawks... Pulling up for the jumper. And dexter pfeifer... Underrated point guard... Driving 

inside... Pulling up and grabbing the bucket. But hutch closes out hays in a close one... Forty one thirty seven. 

 

01/22/10  10pm 

Bruce... Mid season prep tournament typically feature teams from around the region and the state... In hays... None 

of that at the mid continent league tournament... Nothing but league opponents here. Which means there is bragging 

rights up for grabs too... Hill city and osborne enter as the two and three seeds with one loss each... And a barn 

burner in the second half... Ringnecks up one until lexi hardiek knocked down this three... Now up four... 

Osborne fighting back on the other end... Katie waolters hits a long jumper to get them closer. Fourth quarter now 

and osborne on top until kelsey keith hits this three pointer for the lead... She had eighteen and hill city wins fifty 

four forty eight. Boys semi finals and hill city hoping to join the girls in the title game... Taking on plainville... 

Working the paint in the first half... Anthony mcdonlad get this layup. On the other end... Plainvilles jayden perkins 

gets his own layup to keep it close at halftime. Second half and the ringnecks pulled away behind reggie jordan... 

Pulling up for a jumper at the free throw line and spreading it around... Outside to adam pfeifer for three. Ringnecks 

win fifty two to forty six. It will be a hill city double dip in the title game as the boys and girls advance to the 

championship match... Bruce. 

 

01/25/10  10pm 

For their success... The month of january hasn't been very good to hays high basketball. Seven games and only three 

wins this month so far after dropping all three game at the tournament of champions in dodge city this weekend.  

Hays fell to hutch on thursday... Manhattan on friday and wichita east on saturday. Indians will try to get back on 

track tuesday against abilene. 

 

01/26/10  10pm 

You say you want to go to victoria... Ellis and lady knights... Both teams coming off of tournaments.ellis up five at 

half time but they went cold early on... Victoria took advantage... Lindsey mac alonan going for three... And she hits 

it. A few plays later... Junior andrea dome... Sets her feet and hits a loooong three... But ellis still up by eight... And 

then they turn it on. Running the floor... Courtney waldschmit... Going for the basket... Bricks off but bethany 

polifka is there for the put back. Long in bound pass to waldscmit... Underneath pass to alesha brenner for a three in 

the corner. And the railers win 48 37.   

 



 

 

01/27/10  10pm 

If all goes according to plan... Fort hays should be sitting comfortably when the national tournament seeding comes 

out. The tigers are number one in the south central region... With central missouri right behind them.  Lady tigers 

sitting seventh in their region. 

 

01/28/10  10pm 

Non tournament action... Colby and t-m-p... In a tough one. Up one at halftime... Colby's katherine kouse... Goes up 

for the jumper... Bricks off the rim and gets her own rebound and finishes... She had fifteen points. T-m-p needed a 

little life... Then rachel jacobs exploded... Taking the dish from heather ruder and sinks the three from the corner. 

Few plays later... Inside fighting for position... Goes for the fadeaway jumper... Gets fouled and drills it. She had 

twenty one and t-m-p wins      forty six       to       thirty one. 

 

01/29/10  10pm 

Bruce... Coming off of a second win place finish at their own conference tournament... The ellis girls would like to 

make a return trip to the 2-a title game but plainville stands in their way. And standing very tall on the night... 

Despite their lousy record... They had ellis number pretty much all game... Down three at the half... They exploded 

in the second... Amanda casey in the corner goes for three and she hits it... She finished with twenty points and 

sparked most of the offense. Kassy karlin on the elbow sets her feet and hits the long jumper. Cardinals really aired 

it out against ellis but also won underneath... Casey finding kylee pywell and she gets the basket and the fould on the 

second try. Fifrty two thirty six cardinal winners. To the night cap and could the boys pull off the sweep of ellis on 

homecoming. Nice way to start things off... Gideon fuchs loses the ball inside and plainville  akes easy work... 

Andrew casey finding jayden perkins for the easy layup. On this end now it pays off... Fuchs finding jared hurl for 

the basket... A very tight game... Ellis leading by one at half but no one wants to lose on homecoming plainville tops 

ellis fifty five forty nine at home. The cardinals able to pull off the sweep of ellis and it feels very good on 

homecoming... Bruce. 

 

02/01/10  10pm 

Never has there been a better time to come home for the tigers than right now... And i mean right now. Thir 

weekend trip to missouri saw the number three tigers fall twice! In three nights.dropping their first game to a 

division two team this season... Falling to northwest missouri state by three...... Sixty two     fifty nine and then 

monday night... Dropping one to missouri western...       Seventy four sixty nine 

 

02/02/10  10pm 

Lose two... Drop five. That’s what happened to the tigers in the latest poll released tuesday. Fort hays dropped their 

first loss to a division two opponent this season on saturday to northwest missouri state and dropped five spots to 

number eight in the country. Tigers still at seventeen and three... After falling to missouri western monday night... 

But not taken into account for this poll. Central missouri takes over for fort hays at number three... Arkansas tech 

and southern indiana remain at numbers one and two respectively. 

 

02/03/10  10pm 

Fort hays signed eight new tigers on wednesday but more are expected as time rolls on. An emphasis on offense... 

Five offensive positions including one quarterback and three on the defense. 

 

02/04/10  10pm 

Track is back... More signings thursday at hays high... Running phenom josh munsch is headed east to lawrence to 

run with the jayhawks. The reigning wac cross country champion said the k-u coaching staff gave him a second 

chance which led to his decision. Kylie gone signed with fort hays to run track and friends university grabbed jay 

wickham for football and track. 

 

2/08/10  10pm 

While the tigers remain steady in the polls... Fort hays wrestling is steadily climbing the division two wrestling polls 

after upsetting number twelve western state...jumping up two spots to number fifteen... And in sole possession of the 

top spot of the rocky mountain athletic conference... And one hundred forty one pound andre harrison moved up to 

number two in country. 

 
2/10/10  10pm 



 

 

They are big… fast… shoot the ball really well and they might be one of the best teams… in the state. We want a state 

championship. 1-a quinter is and has been the team to beat this season in the smallest of the small schools ranks.   

-the kids understand that they will get everybodies best shot and we are not going to sneak up on anybody… we knew coming 

into the season we would have a big bulls eye on our back and everyone would be gunning for us and we couldn't have an off 

night. And so far they haven't… a perfect seventeen and oh… they average almost 70 points a game… and score from pretty 

much where ever they want. One of the things that makes this team so good is really not one thing you can key on… big kids 

inside... You have really good guards outside… so depth is a really good strength for us.oh and size… well… yeah. 

With less than 90 students… the bulldogs have seven players above six feet tall… and scott ochs is well above… at six foot 

seven. For a small school… 1-a school… to have the kind of size that we have… it's not very normal… it's a lot of fun… i'll put 

it that way. We grow em big in kansas… we eat our meat. Stand up - two things you need to know about quinter… they are 

incredibly big and really fast… but a bitter taste in their mouth keeps them driving to their goal of a return trip to the state title 

game. Quinter fell just short of a title last year… falling to hanover.bird sot - we had a bitter loss and we wanted to get back to 

that and hopefully we are fortunate enough to… we will have to play really good. Hopefully we can be peaking at the right time 

but its definitely been a motivator for the kids…something they have thought about. We want a state championship and that's 

what we are going for… that's all there is to it. 

In quinter… grant meech… eyewitness sports. 

 

2/11/10  10pm 

Lady tigers against truman prior to the men... Wearing pink for breast cancer awareness... Not looking so good on the floor tho... 

Tied at sixty one with less than a minute to go... Trumans becka mc henry rolls around the pick and lays it in for the two point 

lead...a few plays later inbound pass on the sideline gets stolen by fort hays with a chance to tie... Naomi bancroft finding erica 

bile all alone!!!!... Going for the lay up and she misses!!! Second try to high... Oh no... Fort hays loses to last place truman  sixty 

three     sixty one..... 

 

2/12/10  10pm 

Down in lacrosse tonight bruce... Where the leaopards are steadily improving but our first stop is in hoisington where the lady 

cardinals have won three out of their last four. Taking on halstead... Who are reaching for their tenth win of the season... But hard 

to beat this... Mallory flagor finding birttany hughes for the easy layup....on the other end halstead airing it out morgan matlack 

hitting kalee mcgee on the elbow for three... Back and ofrth they went... Hughes getting the ball inside and pulling up for the 

jumper but the dragons had too much firepower... Yes i said it... And they win by 8... 43 – 35 back to lacrosse... Taking on a very 

sturdy claflin team... Ben kirmer finding ryan bieberle for the easy layup... Other end now and scott irvin going for three but it 

bricks off for taylor stull and he gets the put back... Senior move... Marcus mader showing that steady improvement with a three 

ball in the corner... But claflin too tough getting a 16 point win... 52 – 36 good win for claflin and good win for halstead on the 

road... Bruce.  

 

2/13/10  10pm 

T-m-p s kaylee hoffman and alex hartig of great bend have been nominated for  a mc donalds all american award 

this season. Hoffman is averaging almost sixteen points a game for the fifteen and one lady monarchs... And hartig 

just returned from an ankle injury that sidelined her for a month.twenty two players around the state also received 

the nomination. 

 

2/16/10  10pm 

All things considered... Todays new division two national poll could be a lot worse for the tigers... Considering their 

big loss to central missouri over the weekend... Dropping two spots isn't that bad.  But they did fall out of the top 

ten... Down to number twelve in the latest poll... Tied with florida atlantic... Splitting their record last week with a 

blow out win over truman. Central missouri remains at number three and they are the only two m-i-double a teams 

in the top twenty five. At nineteen and four... The tigers head to southwest baptist on thursday. 

 

2/18/10  10pm 

The tigers in need of a win thursday night on the road against southwest baptist... And they got it. Coming back from 

three down at half... Fort hays wins... Eighty seven to seventy one. Corbin kuntsch led the way with twenty two 

points and held off a small late rally by the bobcats... Tigers move to twenty and four on the season. Lady tigers fall 

by thirteen... Sixty six to fifty three... They fall to fifteen and ten. 

 

2/19/10  10pm 

Bruce... It looks like hays high has things back on track after their awful showing at the tournament of champions as 

they re enter the top ten in 5-a this week... While the girls are just playing for pride.  Only five wins for the lady 

indians under new coach kirk maska... And down eighteen at half... Garden city was hitting everything... Sid 

sassmans three won't go but casey curran is there for the put back... Gardens stingy defense couldn't stop page 



 

 

lunsford... She single handedly kept hays in this game... Turning her way to this basket... She scorched the buffs for 

23 points. But gardens hot start was too much to overcome... They win 63 44.  Indians with a chance to win the wac 

if they keep on winning but garden city wouldn't lay down for them... Michael guerrero feeding chris ruiz inside... 

Beating triple coverage for the bucket and the foul. Hays responding... Buffs led for most of the first half but not 

after trey herman takes it the distance for his own basket and foul... Buffs led 25 - 24 at half.. As gerrardo holguin 

works the left side for the basket.  But behind good shooting and an absence of fear... Hays wins 63 - 51. Garden 

city able to outmuscle the lady indians but the hays boys able to rally past the buffs... Bruce. 

 

2/22/2010  10pm 

And ugly weekend for the tigers... Getting swept by missouri southern... This is fort hays fifth loss of the season... 

And the lady tigers have now dropped five in a row... Final two home games this week... Starting with pitt state... 

And that is it for me... In hays... I'm grant meech. 

 

2/23/2010  10pm 

Top ten battle... And hays all over them out of the gates... Up nine. Keeping it rolling... Tyler rathke on the outside... 

Near the end of the first and he sinks the three... Keeping the nine point lead... Dodge coming back... Rico hogan 

near the top of the key... Sets his feet and hits it..on the other end... Landon head coming down the court... Out to 

trey hallman for a quick layup off the glass... Cut it to four but hays up      thirty three twenty three at half... Indians 

kept the pressure on all night... Derek meyer finishing off with a long three on the elbow... And hays wins it... 

Before that... Lady indians... Dodge city already locked up the wac title... But hays battling... Up eight at half... Still 

in front... Carissa wickham hits lindsey schmeidler inside... Fighting for possession... Get the bucket and the foul... 

Nice... She had twenty... But dodge turned it on down the stretch... Brenna briggs on the perimeter and she this the 

three... Hays falls...   Fifty six  to   forty two.  

 

2/24/2010  10pm 

Final week of the regular season for the tigers... Already racked up the second seed in the m-i-double a tournament 

next week... So this is a tune up for the tourney and an audition for the n-c-double a's.... Which is the most 

important. The one hundred and thirty sixth meeting between these two in state teams... Gorillas came out 

swinging... Spencer magana working the ball up top... Back door to rodney grace right underneath the basket... Pitt 

keeping it tight..Up top... Willie hassell hitting dominique jones... Fakes on the baseline and then he finishes... Wow. 

Pitt kept it interesting... Until the tigers poured it on... Up seventeen at halftime... Point-ner hitting a long jumper... 

And then hassell sending out to jones in the corner again... He had thirteen in the first half... And the tigers win at 

home... The lady tigers in a bit of a pickle... Looking to snap a five game losing streak at home and send the seniors 

out on a positive note...  

 

2/25/2010  10pm 

The tigers remain at number three in the south central regional this week after topping pitt state wednesday night... 

Fort hays looks to take sweep the state against emporia state on sunday. A shot at post season action for the lady 

tigers is gone now... After falling to pitt state... The tigers have dropped six games in a row... All of them tough to 

swallow... National powerhouse emporia state wraps up the regualr season for fort hays... Sunday.  

 

2/26/2010  10pm 

Bruce... Apparently i didn't get the memo about the dress code in great bend... They are having a pink out for breast 

cancer awareness and i'm wearing grey... No i came down for the hays great bend game that has top ten 

implications. If hays wins they would win at least a share of the wac title but great bend won't let them have it so 

easy a low scoring game... Looked like a football score in the first half austin zammarippa started the scoring for 

great bend... Taking the steal the length of the court.. When hays scored it happened in the paint... Outside shooting 

went cold but dan moritz scores the putback and a few plays later jordan neerberger fakes up top and drives inside to 

the basket... Indians up 17-16 at half but great bend comes alive in the second half for 23 points and tops hays... 39-

31. So could the lady panthers pull off the sweep... It looked likely... Alex hartig was back in the lineup and she was 

feeling it... Taking the dish inside and sinking the bucket off the glass... They led at half and poured it on in the 

second half.. Great effort from alexis brock to save the ball from going out of bounds and kaley lashore collects it 

and cassidy tutak finishes it off... Great bend wins 49-32. Great bend always likes beating hays but it will feel 

especially nice knowing they denied them that share of the wac title... Bruce. 

 

3/1/2010  10pm 



 

 

Sub state basketball began monday for the preps... Hays will host newton on wednesday and great bend will do the 

same with emporia... T-m-p girls host larned on tuesday at 7 p-m... On the local front... Most fans will head to wa 

keeney thursday... Eight local teams including top seeded oakley girls and hill city boys vy for their shot at state... 

Ellis and lacrosse also in wa keeney.  

 

3/2/2010  10pm 

Sub state continues wednesday for hays and great bend... The indians wrapped up the second seed in the mcpherson 

tournament after topping dodge city last week... Newton comes to town to try and take them down. But hays will 

have a chip on their shoulder after falling to great bend last week... The indians routed newton at the beginning of 

the season... Winning seventy two to forty nine... Winner of wednesdays game will play the winner of the great bend 

emporia game... The panthers have the third seed in the bracket... They should be flying high after that win over 

hays... Tip off set for six p-m.  

 

3/3/2010  10pm 

Post season action for the preps continues thursday... Along with fort hays state at the m-i-double a tournament in 

kansas city...both tiger teams will have rematches against emporia state... But don't expect the same hornet squad 

you saw last sunday when the tigers dropped ninety seven on them... And the tigers know that too... Tigers move up 

to thirteen in the latest poll... 

 

3/4/2010  10pm 

The final stretch for one of the spots in the state tournaments are up for grabs over the next three days... In wa-

keeney... Second seeded hill city and rawlins county... Lady ringnecks up big at half and they kept things rolling...  

Kelsey keith driving inside... Loses the handle... Lex hardiek gathers it and hits a three... Rawlins county had a good 

thing going on the other end... Watch this... Jill bergling.. Jordan mizer to hillary cha-vatal for a layup... But hill city 

was too hot... Hardiek finishing with a long jumper... She had twenty four points... And hill city wins        fifty three   

forty four... 

 

3/8/2010  10pm 

And while the tigers are away... Gross memorial coliseum will play... With the one - a state championships revving 

up tuesday...it will be a loaded field on the boys and girls sides... Top ranked and top seeded quinter boys have 

steam rolled their way to the elite eight and they might get a shot at last years champ hanover in the semi finals... 

Bulldogs open against pretty prairie at three p-m tuesday 

 

3/9/2010  10pm 

Wednesday is the first day of play for the rest of the tournaments... Hill city girls take on valley heights at six thirty 

in manhattan... And osborne girls play spearville... At eight in two a... And great bend plays its old coach jeff langer 

and his new team gardner edgerton in topeka in five a at four forty five.  

 

3/10/2010 10pm 

...Back at it... Second day of the biggest little basketball tournament in the state... We had some near upsets on 

tuesday... Would we see a repeat of that or better yet... Could the underdogs top the top dogs...girls getting their 

chance wednesday... Defending champions saint john up against frankfort... Big lead for the tigers at the break and 

they kept pushing... Brooke burgan at the top of the key... Dribble drives and pulls up in the paint for the jumper and 

the foul... Possession was key for the tigers... Burgan again drives inside and dishes to teresa wade underneath... 

Wade had seventeen points... Burgan had eighteen...and the tigers win by eleven...  43 32.  

 

3/11/2010 10pm 

The mantra of state basketball is survive and advance... There are no style points awarded this time of year... Just 

win... And thats all quinter needed to do against south gray to get back to the title game. And maybe their closest 

game of the year against the rebels... Down at halftime... Tied at forty into the fourth... Scott ochs took over down 

the stretch... Grabs a jumper in the paint... To take their first lead... Then a few plays later... Matt bird drives 

baseline... Misses but zach nemechek is their for a putback... Up three now... South gray later cut it to one... Then 

going for the lead... Maybe the game... Chase clancy drives right side... Cuts thru traffic and gets the layup... 47 - 46 

rebel lead. Bulldogs with one last chance on the other end but clancy steals it from bird... Quinter loses a heart 

breaker... 49 – 46 first loss of the season for quinter... South gray will play......... For title game.  

 



 

 

3/12/2010 10pm 

Bruce... Its been two years since south gray called itself title town when both of their teams won the one-a titles... 

And the girls got them one step closer to reclaiming the moniker. But it didn't come easy for the rebels... This one 

was a nail biter all the way... Argonia up 48-46 with less than forty seconds  when brooke boatright reaches in for 

the steal... Knocks it away but she is called for travelling on the floor and south gray with a chance to tie it up... Ball 

into hannah thomas and she goes for the tie in the lane and then gets fouled... She made both and we are going to 

overtime tied at 48. The red raiders broke the scoring with a morgan tracy layup and a later foul... To go up 3... Then 

south gray had their turn... Mikayla skidmore going into the lane for the hoop and the harm... Tied again at 51... And 

then she gets the steal to ice the game... She had 18 points and south gray win a thriller 57-51 and the 1-a girls title. 

The boys game was less on drama... More on highlights... For Hanover... The defending champions scored early and 

often and rebounded like the Jayhawks... Propelling them to a 19 point halftime lead... South gray cut it to ten at one 

point because of chase clancy... He had 28 points but south gray falls... 58-49. Hanover’s big first half lead was too 

much for south gray to overcome as Hanover repeats as the 1-a boys champs... Bruce.  

 

3/15/2010 10pm 

They say you can't beat a good team three times in one season... But the tigers would like to have beatean central 

Missouri at least twice this season. The tigers rallied down the stretch and got within five... But central was too 

tough... Winning 80 73... Ending fort hays season. Tigers finish the season 23-7...  

 

3/16/2010 10pm 

One is from New York City… and one is from Australia… And somehow they wound up in hays Kansas…  

Where the streets are less than busy sometimes and the landscape less than tropical but Dominique Jones and Ben 

conjoosta are here for tiger basketball. I had a guy who knew a guy in Australia and knew that Ben was leaving 

tennessee… and the same with dom… Dom - fort hays gave me a call one day because they heard about me from a 

couple of coaches… I was intrigued by the offer and I cam down on a visit… i liked the school and the environment.  

I spoke to coach Johnson quite a lot and i looked at the school on the internet and spoke to a few people about the 

school and I liked what I heard.  So far the moves are paying off…Jones leads the team in three pointers and steals 

and conjoosta is one of the leading scorers off the bench… helping fort hays to a number thirteen national ranking.  

Both kids have been around here and there and really adjusted well and are a nice fit for hays. Very true coach but 

hays is not an international destination. In new York when you are walking the streets not everybody says hi and 

stuff like that and a lot of people don't know because it is so busy and it’s so hectic nobody really cares to know you 

unless if they know about you.  It was what i expected and i didn't know it would be this cold to be honest… I’m not 

liking the weather……. It's actually summer there now… i go from winter to winter… it's a bit of a bad deal but I’m 

here to play basketball.  So is Jones… and no matter where you are from… that always translates.  

 

3/23/2010 10pm 

Its March and basketball is all done in hays… but not without one of fort hays best seasons in five years. Johnson sot 

- when you put it all together… i think it was definitely and a… it was a season of accomplishments for the tigers… 

Almost knocking off k-state on the road… they finished 23-7 and grabbed their first win at the n-c-double a 

tournament in three years. Johnson sot - great year… a fun group to be around… they worked hard all year… very 

coachable group… really got off to a tremendous start… really proud of our guys and thought they accomplished a 

lot this year. But they shocked almost everyone when they jumped out to an 18-1 record and shot up to number three 

in the nation… ultimately taking second in the m-i-double a. Johnson sot - there are no bad teams… best league in 

all of division two… anytime you can go 16-4 it was a great year… I think most years that puts you right there to 

win it… just so happened there was a team that went 18-2. That was central Missouri… the thorn in the tigers 

paw… beating them twice and ending their season with an 80-73 loss last week. Johnson sot - we shot the ball at a 

high level for the first 18 games and didn't do it quite as well at the end. Leading them this season… junior Corbin 

kuntsch and newcomer Dominique Jones… a first team all conference selection… along with Johnson grabbing 

coach of the year honors. Johnson sot - the first 2-3rds of the season both of those guys played at a high level shot 

the ball really well and played great… but Dom coming in was a guy we were counting on but not expecting the 

impact he did. The tigers lose long time seniors Tim paint-ner and Ryan Herman but keep a solid core and 2011 

looks bright for Johnson and fort hays. Johnson sot - so we have five of our top nine guys coming back so we feel 

like we have a positive start on next year. With the tigers in hays… grant meech… eyewitness sports 

 

3/24/2010 10pm 



 

 

So Tuesday... Metro state college of Denver in town for a double header... Tied four - four with tigers Andrew 

Hawkins on the mound... And Jordan Stouffer takes advantage of the wind... A three run shot in the third puts the 

roadrunners on top...but the tigers answer back... Sloan soya slaps a low shot to right field... A solo home run for the 

junior... Felt so good... The next batter... Kyle stacken gets a hold of one and sends it to the same spot... One of his 

three homers on the day... And they explode on metro state... Winning 20 - 8.  

 

3/25/2010 10pm 

Everyone remembers the one-two punch of kaylee Hoffman and maddie holub last season for t-m-p softball... 

Graduation cut the punch to one... But Hoffman’s blown knee has the monarchs looking for any kind of punch this 

season.  

 

3/29/2010 10pm 

Speaking of hurting... Missing a bunch of the basketball season with a bum ankle... But still grabs honorable 

mention all state... The awards released today... And t-m-p's kaylee Hoffman grabbed first team all state in three-a... 

Helping t-m-p win their first girls basketball title this season... Hill cities lexi hardick named first team in two - a... 

She finished the season averaging over twenty points a game... On the boy’s side... Quinter's matt bird named first 

team in one -a.  
 

3/30/2010 10pm 

Tiger softball not wanting to be outdone in Oklahoma Tuesday... Sweeping panhandle state... Thirteen and three and 

ten and two... Both games ending in five innings... Lady tigers had thirty two hits in the sweep... Stay on the road 

this Friday at Missouri western.  

 

3/31/2010 10pm 

Hays head coach frank Leo had a special group of seniors last season that guided the Indians all the way to the state 

tournament in Topeka...whether or not they have that same magic this season... Only time will tell.  But this will 

definitely be a rebuilding year for hays... Lots of youth on the field for the Indians in two thousand ten... Plus new 

faces at short and catcher with tons of talent but they are still learning the game. Hays opens the season Thursday 

against garden city...  

 


